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Results are presented ffom a series of.exgloratory flights on a 35O 
swept-wing airplane up to 1.09 Mach nm&er to show the effects of cm 
pressibility presently imposing lvsneuvering liltri.ts* The buffet bmmdary 
is presented and a ty-pical accelerated pullap at 0.89 B&chnu&xr is 
shown in time-hi&my form to illustrate the reversal in the nriation 
of elevator-con-kol force md positim with nmmal acceleraticm which 
United the maneuverability between 0.75 and 0.93 Wch nmibers. 

The introduction inta service of swept-wing air-planes capable of. 
-rating at high altitudes and trausonk speeds has necessarily stimu- 
lated extensive flight investigations ofboththedynamic-md static- 
stability and cmtrol characteristics under such cmditions. ~lomc& 
flights havebeenconductedbythsEACA onaXorthAmricanF-%Aair- 
plane at speeds up to a Mach mur&er of 1.09 in order to identify various 
stability and control characteristics and determine what factors limit 
i&e maneuverability. The tests were made at altitudes of 48,000 to 
35,000 feet to minimize aeroelastic effects and, if possible, isolate 
mch nuuiber effects. 

The purpose of this report is to present the flight limits explored 
to date and to s wmarize briefly the factms that presently imgose 
maneuvering limits. To make this infcmnatim available as rapidly as 
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possible it is presented with a minimum of analysis and is Subject to 
modification as the research programs progress. _ 

The test airplsne is a standard F-8&-5 (No. 48491) with the addi- 
tian of the external boom configurations shown in figure 1. The perti- 
nentdimensians oftheairplanearepresented in table I,andatw* 
view drawing in figure 2. The airplane is equipped with the autamatiq 
tally opening leading-edge slats described in table I. 

Standard NACA optical recording instruments, synchronized at 
l/l&sex& intervals by a ccstcnon timer, were used to determine the pres- 
sure altitude, Mach number, norm%1 acceleration at the center of gravity, 
elevator position, and elevator stick force. The n-1 acceleration at 
the center of gravity also was measured with an utibonded-electrfcal- 
strain-e;age-type transducer in conJuncti.rm with an oscillograph. The 
damping ratio of the transducer was 65 percent at a natural frequency of 
80 cycles per second and room temperature,~ s&-that of the galvanometer 
in the oscillograph was 70 percent at a frequency of g'J cycles per second 
and roomtemperature. It is estinrrted that for the worst possible ccm- 
ditions of temperature of the transducer and oscillograph at the test 
altitude, the measured acceleraticm at a frequency of 50 cycles per sec- 
ond would differ from the true acceleration due to attenuation by no more 
than 25 percent. Acceleration measurements have not been corrected for 
attenuation. The normal acceleration is presented in this report in unita 
of the acceleratia due to gravity, Q, 32.2 feet per second per secacd. 
The true Mach number was obtained f&m the nose-bocsu airspeed system 
(fig. 2), which was calibrated at transtic speeds by the NACA radar- 
phototheodolite method as described in reference 1. 

Belm a Wch mmiber of-O.92 data were obtained in gradual pullape 
fr*a level flight at an altitude of approximately 35 000 feet At Mach 
~uzihers ab0v-e 0.9 the airplane was dived to the de&d &ch'n-r and 
*Plld uP into the buffeting region usisg the elevators as the longit+ 
aid control. The adjustable stabilizer was not used as a maneuvering 
control in these preliminary tests. 

Maneuvering Accelerations 

The flight--test limits to date in terms of nornmsl acceleration at 
the center of gravity e& Mach number are presented in figure 3 in 
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cwison with boundaries defined by the maximum lift coefficient at 
low speeds s&the strLlcturallimit. Thewimumlift coefficientwas 
determinsa from the flighl+test points at 0.40 and 0.62 Mach numbers. 
The Mach number scale above 0.62 is divided into three sectians labeled 
to show the effects of ccmrpressibility presently limiting the maximum 
msneuvering acceleration. 

Up to a Mach number of 0.62 the msneuverability is limited only by 
a complete stall. Themaximumlift coefficient remains substantially 
constant up to 0.62 Mach lnmiber. From0.62to 0.'75Machnun&erthe stall 
is still the maneuvering limit, but the naximum acceleration attainable 
is reducedbeloutbatcorresp&iingtoloa+3peed -lift by the 
effect of compressibility on the airplane maximumlift coefficient. 

Between 0.n and 0.93 Mach nur&er the maximum maneuvering accelera- 
tion is limited by erratfc elevator+xntrol forces, essentially a rever- 
sal of the variatim of control force and positian with normal accelera- 
tion which makes it difficult to attain or hold a specified acceleration 
above about 3g. This effect is a maneuvering limit primarily from the 
standpoint of avoiding "overshooting" or inadvertently pitching up to 
higher accelerations, since the reversal may occur quite abruptly in an 
accelerated maneuver. An example of a pitcb+up;anticipated and ccmtrolled 
by the pilot is presented in time&istZ5-%y form in figure 4. The continued 
increase in normal acceleraticm despite the reductim in both elevator-. 
ccrlltrol force and elevator deflection is quite apparent. Three factors 
could contribute to the severity of the pitcb+trp in the tspe of maneuver 
shown in figure 4; stick-fixed longitudinal instability at high lift 
coefficients, a change in elevator effectiveness with decreasing Mach 
number, and a reduction in longitudinal stability with decreasing Wch 
ntnrber. Longitudinal instability at high lift coefficients has been 
noted onanother swept-rringair@ane, the Douglas S558phase II,as 
shown in reference 2. 

From 0.93 to 1.09 Xach number, the highestspeedreached,thenor- 
ma1 acceleratim was limited to the maximum attainable by use of the 
elevators alone at a stabilizer incidence of CP. The reduction in the 
acceleration boundary at transcmfc speeds shown in figure 3, therefore, 
reflects a loss in elevator effectiveness or cbsnging stability in this 
speedrangeandis notthelimitofthe maneuvering ability of the air- 
plane, since higher accelerations could be obtained by use of the 
adjustable stabilizer. Mast mmeuvers at these speeds are acccmpanied 
by an appreciable reduction in Mach mmfber, however, during which the 
stabilizer effectiveness or longitudinal trim may change in such a man- 
ner that the rate of stabilizer movement, 1.6a per second, would prove 
inadequate to retain control. Additional flight experience is ccnsid- 
ered necessaPy before tests are conducted beyond the IPaneuverWg limits 
shown in figure 3. 
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Buffet Boundary 

The buffeting region observed in the tests is shown in figure 3 and 
the buffet boundary is defined in terms of &ch nu&er and airplane 
nmmal-farce coefficient Fn figure 5. The buffet&g characteristics are 
measured in terms of the oscillatory accelerations of the airplane struc- 
ture as indicated by the response of the high-fYequency normal accelercm+ 
eter. For the purposes of this report, Incipient buffeting is defined as 
a change in the amplitude of the record line which correspmds to 0.03g 
for the recmding instrument used in these tests; therefore, the circular 
sy&ols shown in figure 5 indicate the first ap-p earance of buffeting 
acceleraticms of the order of f0.03g at the center of gravity. A more 
ad8iha ex-planatim of this definitiau and a cmparison of these results 
with similar data from nine other aircraft and various buffeting criteria 
are presented in reference 3. 

The dashed portim of the boundary in figure 5 above a MEtch nmiber 
of 0.93 is an extemion where actual boundary pofnts were not obtained. 
The square sgnibols indicate pofnts of defisite buffeting observed at 
normal-force coefficients as low as 0.081 above a Mach mmiber of 0.97. 

Ths test limits frcm figure 3 are also presented in figure 5 in 
term of airplane nmzmal-force coefficient. Within these flight lfmits 
explored to date, buffeting does not litit the operatim of the airplaue 
at au altitude of 35,000 feet, mainly because in the opinion of the 

L 

pilot the buffeting intensities remin cmparatively low with penetration 
beyond the buffet boundary. As noted on figure 3, the maximum intensity 
of buffeting at the center of gravity recorded thus far is f0.7g at a 
penetraticm of 2g or 0.5 %rxual force coefficient beymd the buffet bound- 
ary at 0.65 %ch number. The predominant frequency withf0.7g intensity 
was approximately 48 cycles per second. It was determined frcm ground 
shake tests that this frequency corresponded to the second overtone of 

' symetricalwingbendingwhichexcited the wingleadiege slats through 
mass coupling. 

L 
Ames Aercaxautical Iaboratory, 

National Advisory Cmmittee for Aeronautics, 
Moffett Field., Calif. 
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TABLE I.- DESCRIPTION OF TEST AIRPUNE 

Total wing area (including flaps, slats, and 
49.92 sqftcweredbyfuselage) ........... 207.9 sq it 

span.....................-.....*..37.1 ft 
Aspect ratio .................. i ............ 4.79 
Taperratio .......................... 0.51 
Mean aerodynamic chord (ting station 98.7 in.) i ...... 97.03 in. 
DIhedralangle ........................... 3.0' 
Sweepback of 0.25-zho rd. line ................. 35o14t 
Sweepback of leading edge .................. 37O44' 
Aerodynamic and gecmetric twist 
Root airfoil section (normal to 0:2&h&i ii&j 

............ 2.0° 
HACA 0012-64 

Tip airfoil sectfon (normal to 0.25-chard line). 
(modified) 

.... NACA oOll-64 

Leading-edge. slats (one side only) 
(-fed) 

Total area (projected into wing reference plane) .... 17.72 sq ft 
span ........................... X2.95 it 
Obord (constant) ...................... 1.37 ft 

Horizonw t&il 

Total mea (d.ncluding 1.20 sq ft covered by 
vertical tail) ...................... 35.0 sq it 

S~~II.............................IS.~~ t 
Asljectrat~o .......................... 4.65 
Taperratio ............... . ........... 0.45 
Dfhedralangle................;~ ...... 10.00 
Root chord (horfzontal-tail station 0) ........... 45.5 in. 
Tip chord, equivalent (horizontal-tail 

station 76.68 in.) .................... 
Mean aerodynsqic chord (horizontal-tail 

20.9 in. 

station 33.54in.) .................... 34.7 in. 
Sweepback of 0.25chordlFne ................. 34O35r 
Airfoil section (parallel to center Iti). ....... NACA 0010-64 
Maximum stabilizer deflection. .......... lo stabilizer nose 

up, loo down 
Elevator _ 

Area (incluaFng; tabs and excluding balance area --- -- 
forward of hinge lfne) ................ 10.1 sq,f-t 

Span.each ......................... 5.8 33 
Chord, inboard (equivalent horizdal-tail 

station 6.9 in.). ................... 14.28 in. 
Chord, outboard (theoretical, horizontal-tail 

station 76.18 in.) ............... 6.92 in. 
Maximum eleva$or deflection .......... 3jo'&'17.5o dawn 
Boost ......................... hydraulic 



Bigurc l.- Test airplane shoving external boon cWaticns. 
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Figure 2: Twu-view d&wing uf fesf ukphe shuwhg feseurch 
&speed insfolufhn . 
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Figure 3.- Maximum occelemtion factors reached with test oirplone in pull -ups at high Mach 
numbeti in comparison with poundarles based on the maximum lift coeffkient at low 
speeds and the structural limit. 
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Time, set 

Figwe 4.- Time history of pitch-up Nusffuting reversal of the vwiafion 
of e/evufor confrol force und position with norma/ acce/erufion of 
the center of gfavity . 
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Figure 5.- The boundary defining the lower limits of buffeting on 
the test airplane in terms of A4ach number and c&p/one 
normal - force coefficient . 
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